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Monday, June 19, 2000
Began with a meeting at Instituto Nacional de Sismologia Vulcanologia Meteorologia e
Hidrologia (INSIVUMEH). Met with;

Eddy Sanchez Benett
Director General
70 Av. 14 -17 Z-13
Guatemala, C.A.

Tel: 502-2-3315944
Fax: 502-2-3315005
Email:
Insivume@ops.org.gt

Demonstrated the data communications system, discussed the RONMAC project and
toured the INSIVUME facility, including the instrument maintenance shop. We were
introduced to Mr. Pedro Tax, Coordinator of Hydrological Services. We provided an
information package to Mr. Sanchez and Mr. Tax (see Attachment ‘A”).

Mr. Tax drove us to Puerto Quetzal on the Pacific Coast, about 90 km south-southwest of
Guatemala City. Puerto Quetzal is the new section of the port, the old section, which is
no longer in use is Puerto San Jose. Puerto San Jose is where the historic tide station was
located, just to the west of Puerto Quetzal. There are at least two of the historic
benchmarks remaining, which can be connected to the new site.

We met with the Departmento Observacion e Invsetigacion Maritima (OBIMAR).

Ricardo A. Reyes Recinos
Jefe, OBIMAR
7a. Avenida 3 – 74, Zona 9 Edificio 74 7o Nivel
Guatemala, C.A.

Tel: 334-7101 y 334-8133
Fax: 332-3586 y 334-8152



We gave a demonstration of the equipment and communications to the OBIMAR staff
and provided them with an information package (see Attachment ‘A’). The OBIMAR
person who was introduced to us as the main contact/participant for the RONMAC
monitoring site installation and subsequent O & M is Nicolas Solares Cortez, Tecnico
Oceanografo. Following the demonstration and discussion we visited the existing tide
gauge site.

After discussing the suitability of using the existing site for the RONMAC monitoring
installation a design was discussed and it was agreed that the existing location would be
an excellent choice, with some minor modifications.

Existing Tide Gauge House
Puerto Quetzal, Guatemala

The existing tide house has an
8” diameter “float-well” and a
PVC Tide Staff. Both items
would remain in place, but a
lower cross brace would be
added to secure the
RONMAC protective well at
the waterline. The water depth
is 5m



A design was settled upon as shown below. The existing “pole” will be removed from the
tide house roof to accommodate the RONMAC tower.
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The OBIMAR will weld a steel cross brace at the low waterline to attach the lower
bracket for the protective well.  The real-time communications are shown below;
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The real-time signal from the Monitoring Site to the OBIMAR office should not be a
problem because of the height of the existing antenna tower at the OBIMAR office.

One question that has been raised is; is RONMAC providing a computer to monitor the
line-of-sight real-time output? The original plan did not include a computer for this
purpose, however since this monitoring requires a very minimal computer, we could
provide one for around $300 (USD), or we could try to find “excess property” computers
from NOAA or OAS. The communications and monitoring plan is very basic, but very
attractive to port operations and would create more enthusiasm for operation and
maintenance responsibilities.

There is two existing benchmarks at this site. One is located on top of the tide house (it is
a GPS mark) from a recent hydrographic survey, performed by the US Navy
Oceanographic Office;

Mr. Skip Dery
Bldg. 8100, N332,
Stennis Space Center, Mississippi 39522-5001
Tel: (228) 688-4150

This hydrographic survey is in cooperation with the OBIMAR and IGN. The second BM
is located on the navigation aid at the west end of the pier. Both marks can be connected
by the OBIMAR personnel to the historic BM’s located across the basin at the old Puerto
San Jose (see NOAA/NOS descriptions). The OBIMAR personnel have good leveling
equipment, Sokkia automatic level and meter rods. From discussions with the OBIMAR
technical personnel, it is apparent that with a minimum of instruction in precise tidal type
differential leveling, they will be able to perform all of the required connections, both at
installation, and into the future.  The OBIMAR technical personnel were familiar with the

View looking from the tide house towards the OBIMAR  office. The
office is located just beyond the bow of the ship in this picture.
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existing bench marks at the old Puerto San Jose site, and were able to show us which
ones were still in existence. In terms of qualified personnel, OBIMAR appears to be very
well matched to participate in this project. Two additional BM’s will be installed as part
of the RONMAC installation (see below).
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The choice of Puerto Acajutla for the monitoring site is a particularly good one. The site
is well situated in relation to the ocean, it is relatively well protected from extreme
storms, it has good security because of its location within the port, the port operations
people are keen on the idea, their technical personnel are well qualified and will do a
good job with a minimum of “hands on” training.



Names & Coordinates in Guatemala

Jose Felix Palma
 Director
GS/OAS
7a Avenida 12-19, Zona 9
Edificio ETISA, Nivel 7
Ciudad de Guatemala, C.A.

International Postal Address:

OEA/GUATEMALA
1325 North West
93 Court, Unit B-102
Miami, Florida 33172, E.U.A.

E-mail: oeagua@ns.concyt.gob.gt

Telephone: (502) 332-47-73, 334-10-
37, and 331-81-24
Facsmile: (502) 332-44-54

Eddy Sanchez Benett
Director General
INSIVUME
70 Av. 14 -17 Z-13
Guatemala, C.A.

Tel: 502-2-3315944
Fax: 502-2-3315005
Email: Insivume@ops.org.gt

Ricardo A. Reyes Recinos
Jefe,
OBIMAR
7a. Avenida 3 – 74, Zona 9 Edificio 74 7o
Nivel
Guatemala, C.A.

Tel: 334-7101 y 334-8133
Fax: 332-3586 y 334-8152

Nicolas Solares Cortez
Tecnico Oceanografo
OBIMAR
Puerto Quetzal

Tel: 334-7101 y 334-8133
Fax: 332-3586 y 334-8152



Historic Tide Station Sketch s for Puerto San Jose, Guatemala




